Key Benefits:
- Understanding TPM, the pillars and the structure
- Understanding Daily Management System
- Zero Loss Analysis and cost savings
- How to involve and engage operators in continuous and focused improvement
- Ready to implement
- Understanding the impact

Introduction

This 2-day Introduction to Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) Workshop is a powerful course intended to teach delegates the design and implementation skills necessary to implement and manage a TPM implementation program. Participants learn which aspects are included in the TPM program, and how these interact with each other.

The workshop focuses on the basic program principles and how these can be translated into daily (operating) practice. Furthermore, this training course enables delegates to concentrate on consolidating the skill-sets that are most appropriate for their company.

What makes this course unique?

The course material is based on current best practice from leading worldwide companies. We have more than 20 years’ experience in Total Productive Maintenance program implementation. Paul Bekkers is a JIPM Certified TPM instructor (certificate nr 829).

Course Objectives

- Introduce delegates to the concepts of Total Productive Maintenance.
- Provide the participants with the understanding and techniques for an effective implementation.
- Learn about defining, measuring and tracking of Focused Improvement Projects within the TPM program as well as the validation of the benefits (results).
- Companies that already have started their TPM journey learn about key steps on how to manage and improve the day-to-day activities.

TPM (Total Productive Maintenance)

Introduction

Duration : 2 days
Fee : € 985,-
Meals : € 45,-
Contents

- Production in a traditional environment
- TPM: what is different?
- TPM Structure and Pillars
- Leadership and Zero Loss Thinking
- Daily Management System
- TPM Implementation and organisation

Method and Material

The course material is based on current best practice from leading worldwide companies. The theoretical portion of the training is reinforced by practical exercises.

The course material consists of a variation of presentation, training video and exercises.